Numerous studies emphasise the importance of

HOW SHOULD A
HOUSE LOOK FOR
DISABLED PEOPLE?

smart houses with an interface system as a
proper solution for enabling disabled people to
be more independent and self-reliant in their
home environment, highlighting the aspects
that should be available, such as free
movement, ease of access, and control. Such an
interface should be compatible with their
disability, allowing the users to interact
without being limited by their impairments.
For example, someone with a physical
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community disgrace. At this point, we can
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technologies

that

would

help

in

public transport system; workplaces, hospitals,
banks, shopping malls, etc. with lifts, ramps
and disabled parking spaces. However, when it
comes to housing, the number of homes is not
completely accessible to disabled people. The
London Plan policy stipulates that at least 10
percent of new houses must be fully accessible
or highly adaptable for wheelchair-using
residents.
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disability may require a phone interface, while
a blind or a person who has no hands may
require

voice

recognition

technology.

Nevertheless, developing a smart home with a
diverse variety of components that can address
various user needs could be challenging in
terms of financial support, as this type of
structure requires a significant investment.
Tara Donovan, style director at Wayfair, stated
for Forbes in 2019 that when designing an
accessible space that is particularly adjusted to
suit somebody's health requirements, it is
critical to consider options to improve the
client's usual routine. For example, flooring is
important for those who rely on prosthetics and
wheelchairs. Because moving from one surface
to

another

frequently

requires

rigorous

attempts, the home should be designed with
low pile carpet or fairly tough flooring on a
consistent level throughout. Modifications of
doors, ramps, handrails or the lighting design
are helpful for people with mobility and other
physical limitations; nevertheless, wheelchair
users and others whose disabilities limit the use
of

their

hands

frequently

require

extra

accessibility measures. In 1999, Parliament
authorised an amendment requiring basic
access in all new housing developments,
however, it is still insufficient for individuals
with disabilities to adapt newly purchased
homes

to
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employment rate for disabled individuals is
only 52.7% (2021).

